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Redueing Fraud and 
Abuse in EutitleDlent . 
Program~: An EvaluatIve 
PerspeetIve 

The problem of reducing fraud and 
abuse in entitlement progra~s has 
been addressed in many dIfferent 
ways using many different ~p
proa~hes. Such approaches ~av~ In
cluded efforts like error mOnIto~Ing, 
prevention (through public relatIons 
techniques and educatio.n), fraud 
"hotlines," special det~ctl~n alert~ 
(such as the CalifornIa hopper 
system which seeks to uncover 
benefit recipients who. are. fr~u~u
lently enrolled in mult~pl~. JUrIsdIC
tions), special investlg~tIve task 
forces, computer-matchIng, c~se 
screening, "enhance~" prosecutlon~ 
administrative sanctIons or reme 
dies Federal requirements for cor
rect{ve action by States ~nd local 
governments, federally Imposed 
fiscal sanctions (on States wIth e~
cessive numbers of ineligibles In 
their caseloads), and many more. In_ 
general these approaches have not 
been d~veloped as integral parts of 
the planning process; rather they are 
the after-the-fact and somewhat ad 
hoc results of problems encounte~ed 
in specific instances of program ~m-

lemontation. Thus, little attentIon 
has been directed to the structure of 
entitlement programs. th~mselves, 
and, in particular, to aeslgn w.e~k
nesses which present opportunItIes 
for fraud and abuse. .. 

From an evaluative perspectIve, It 
would appear that fo.ur inter~elated 
planning failures are Involved. 

• the failure to envisage and formal
ly recognize the po.ssibility of .fraud 
and abuse in benefIt programs, 
• the consequent failur~ t~ address 
these problems by deSIgnIng safe-
guards against them; .. 
• the failure to build in. provIsIons 
and funds for the energetIc and com
prehensive pursuit of fraud and 
abuse; and . 
• the failure to plan evaluatIon ef
forts which could measure the ex
tent and describe the nature of 
program-specific fraud and. abuse 
problems and test the effectIveness 

of the various fraud and abuse 
countermeasures. 

All four of these failures can be 
seen as resulting in some measure 
from a fairly generalized attitude 
which views fraud and abuse prob
lems as either unusual, or as ~x
ogenous to a program, and whIch 
considers them, if at all, only reac
tively. 

Reeoguizing the 
Possibillty of Fraud and 
Abuse 

The failure to expect or even to 
recognize fraud and abuse as a pos
sible problem is not, of cours~, 
restricted to program planners In 
government. It can also be found 
among business people, who oft.en 
merely pass on the costs of shoplI~t
ing and internal theft to the pu~llc 
via raised prices, instead of pl~nnIng 
forthem as a fact of life, redUCIng ?P
portunities for them to occur, takIng 
action against them when they do, 
and generally considering these ef
forts as an integral part of good 
management in its normal cost
minimizing role. It can be found 
among designers of nucl~ar plants 
who may often fail to envIsage the 
need for protecting plants a~equate
Iy against the threat of terrOrIsm. The 
notion that crime, abuse, and terro~
ism are not only likely, but a;e POSSI
bly permanent problems. whIch must 
be addressed in plannIng new ac
tivities does not appear to have 
perme~ted our thinking very pro
foundly as yet. 

In addition the particular problem 
of fraud and abuse .in ~ntitlement 
programs has no instltutlc;>nal ~ome. 
As a management questIon! It ilas 
not yet been built into plannIn~ an~ 
evaluation; as a criminal questlo~, It 
. low-very low-on the lIst of CrIm
:~al justice priorities. In effect, 
police attorneys, prosecutors, and 
judge~ tend to per~eive fraud. and 
abuse as trailing behInd a long lIst of 
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other, more severe crime problems 
which must necessarily take prece
dence Over them in already Over
crowded court dockets and prosecu
torial caseloads. 

Yet the problems of fmud and 
abuse are real. They seem to be of 
conSiderable and increasing dimen
sions (although preCiSions about 
their size and growth rates are hard 
to find), and they are part of a larger 
societal crime problem Which Shows 
few Signs of abating. Why then do we 
perSistently fail to deSign for them 
when We plan programs and other 
actiVities? 

can be treated on an ad hoC, reactive 
basis once the program is imple
mented, and which has signified that 
deterrent and enforcement systems 
have not been deSigned into pro
grams. 

seem to coexist only in uneasy rap
port, with social workers feeling that 
it is their role to serve clients rather 
than to "look over their shoulders" 
(Lange and Bowers, 1979), and jus
tice practitioners feeling that recip
ient fraud and abuse concern them 
"only in light of their potential for 
criminal prosecution" (Edelhertz, et 
aI., 1977). Further, the holders of 
these views are separated from each 
other by the insulating walls of au
tonomous bureaucratic institutions, 
those of the welfare agency, and of 

In addition to recency or newness, 
a second reason why program plan
ners have failed to consider fraUd 
and abuse in their deSign strategies 
may have been lack of time .3.nd ex
pertise. It is no secret that many pro
grams of the sixties were hastily 
planned and implemented, and it is 
COmmonly realized that planning and 
evaluation were themselves, at that 
time, still in their infancy. But as pro
gram planning in general was given 
short shrift, "new" problems like 
fraud and abuse could hardly have 
been integrated into the typical plan-
ning effort of the period Which 
seems to have ranged from nonexis
tent, through cursory, to aborted-in
midstream (Marris and Rein, 1972). 
Further, the eXistence of program 
planning did not necessarily ensure 
that of evalUation planning. Today, 
evaluation planning for an entitle
ment program Would automatically 
include measures of fraud and abuse 
as indicators of program manage
ment quality. 

the justice system. It is therefore 
Possible (and even easy) for them to 
continue to ignore each other's 
needs and their mutual interdepen_ 
dence. This Signifies, however, that 
no hue and cry is likely to be raised 
which Would force some realization 
of the need to intimately associate 
enforcement with service or benefit 
delivery. 

There are undoubtedly many rea
sons for this failure, but some are 
espeCially prominent. First of all, 
there is the fact of recency, at least 
with regard to major national prob
lems of recipient fraud or abuse. 
While there have always been mani
fold opportunities for contractor, 
provider, or government employee 
fraud, the entitlement programs of 
the sixties brought benefits that fur
nished a major new locus for reCip
ient activity, and this problem thus 
developed concurrently with those 
programs. Similarly, gross increases 
in crime rates themselves (at least as 
they are measured by the FBI's Uni
form Crime Reports) also had their 
beginnings in the early sixties. 
Hence, the newness of the phenome
non and Wishful thinking that the 
problem would go away may partially 
explain the fact that, despite the col
Ossal level of crime, abuse, and vic
timization witnessed today, these 
have not yet either entered firmly in
to our thinking or become accepted 

Ideology also has played a role. On 
the one hand, the liberal perspective 
that creates programs to help the 
disadvantaged tends to concentrate 
more on maximum feasible amelio
ration of eXisting ills than on the 
possibility of fraud or abuse which 
may accompany such amelioration. 
On the other hand, the conservative 
view that government should be 

In sum, there seem to have been 
important reasons why planning has 
not deSigned strategies against 
fraud and abuse into entitlement pro
grams. Yet a fair body of research 
suggests that such planning is a 
necessity for preventing, identifying, 
and controlling fraUd and abuse in 
those programs. What exactly, then, 
could such planning do for us, and 
how can we modify eXisting pro
grams in consequence? 

Designing Safegurueds 
Against Fraud and 
Abuse 

as nontriVial, quasi-permanent fac
tors to be considered routinely as a 
part of program planning. 

Some progress has been made, 
however. For example, a few years 
ago it was quite common to hear pro. 
gram managers estimate, on the 
basis of almost no data, that rates of 
fraud and abuse in entitlement pro
grams amOUnted to little more than a 
reassuring 5 percent of total expen
ditun:;s (Chelimsky, 1973). But while 
it is unlikely that such an estimate 
would be heard today, the tendency 
still appears to be one of VieWing 
fraud and abuse as real, perhaps, 
and important, perhaps, but none
theless as tranSient and extraneous 
rather than integral to a program. It is 
this view, however, Which permits 
the conclUSion that these problems 
GAO Review/Summer 1981 

largely decentralized and that pro
grams should be operated to the 
degree Possible at State and local 
levels builds in major additional dif
ficulties fOf both deterrence and en
forcement, thus providing unparal
leled opportunities for fraud and 
abuse. 

A fourth reason has to do with dif
ferences in practitioner philosophy 
and with bureaucratic fragmenta
tion. In effect, deSigning safeguards 
or deterrent systems against fraud 
and abuse into programs for the 
needy requires the inclUSion of at 
least two sets of stakeholder views 
and goals: those of assistance
focused social workers and enforce
ment-focused justice practitioners. 
But these views are both different 
and difficult to conCiliate. They 

There are two immediately ob
vious ways in which deSign strat
egies could reduce the potential for 
fraud and abuse. They could 
• build controls into the program 
process and 

• ensure that adequate funds, 
eqUipment, personnel, and training 
are provided to screen, identify, 
follow up, and sanction criminal ac
tivity. 

Designing Controls into the 
Program Proeess 

Entitlement programs, for various 
good reasons, are not all structured 
the same way. This is important in 
that different structures incur dif
ferent risks and vulnerability to fraud 
and abuse. As the Comptroller Gen
eral has stated: 
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Some of the programs that would 
seem to be particularly susceptible 
to fraud are those involving a signifi
cant amount of contracting and pro
curement . .. In addition, programs 
involving loans, grants, and benefit 
payments appear to be particularly 
vulnerable. (Comptroller General's 
statement before the Senate Com
mittee on the Budget, Mar. 15, 1978.) 

All programs, however, entail some 
risks. It is therefore extremely impor
tant to think about designing pro
grams not only to meet the needs of 
service delivery, but also those of 
program integrity. There are three 
control systems whictc seem neces
sary, as a minimum, to help prevent 
and contain fraud and abuse. These 
are 
• program and evaluation planning 
for deterrence, detection, and en
forcement; 
• adequate definitions, consistently 
applied across the program, of what 
constitutes fraud and abuse; and 
• the development of data bases 
allowing the detection and report of 
fraud or abuse in unambiguous 
terms. 

Planning for deterrence, detec
tion, and enforcement involves, first, 
an effort to design the program so as 
to minimize vulnerability to fraud 
and abuse. For example, if prepay
ment of benefits is not a permissible 
option, then the problem of unsub
stantiated cost estimates cannot oc
cur, and the difficulty of achieving 
the return of overpayments due to 
this cause (a major problem) is like
wise avoided. 

Second, this kind of planning in· 
valves some decisions with regard to 
deterrent strategies. For example, 
what reliance will be placed on crimi
nal prosecution? How will this be 
assured? Will the use of administra
tive along with civil or criminal sanc
tions be envisaged? How can speed, 
certainty, and consistency in en
forcement application be achieved? 

Third, techniques for detection 
(e.g., surveys, financial audits, quali
ty control, etc.) need to be estab
lished and their procedures laid out 
and routinized along with provision 
for research and evaluation of new 
techniques. One important problem 
with current detection methods is 
that they have focused on error 
rather than on fraud or abuse. This 
means that a finding of error, while 
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important in ensuring that resources 
are not wasted, is only the first step 
in coming to grips with problems of 
fraud and abuse. Labor-intensive 
followup is the second step in this 
detection process, and this can be 
so costly that new techniques for es
tablishing the presence of fraud and 
abuse are urgently required. Discrim
inant analysis, for example, which 
has been tested on a small scale for 
use in constructing error-prone case 
profiles (Comptroller General's 
report GGD-78-107, Feb. 5, 1979) 
might be tested for use as well in 
constructing fraud-prone profiles. 

Another problem presently being 
encountered is the definition of the 
auditor's role in detection. The ques
tions now being raised concern the 
appropriateness of accounting 
methods to the investigation of 
fraud and abuse, how far auditors 
should proceed with regard to such 
investigations, and whether current 
auditing tools are effective for detec
tion. An intergovernmental forum 
recently explored the problem: 

The early practice of examining 
every single transaction from begin
ning to end quickly became impracti
cal with the growth of public services 
and the volume of business. The 
focus changed to examining sys
tems and testing controls. This 
necessary change, however, consid
erably diminished the chances of 
detecting fraud, except in its most 
blatant forms. 

Detection of fraud, although 
highly deSirable, was therefore no 
longer the primary purpose of audit; 
rather, its purpose became to (1) 
verify compliance, (2) determine 
fairness of financial statements, and 
(3) establish whether internal con
trols were adequate to safeguard the 
funds involved. 

The erosion of fraud detection as a 
primary audit goal is not generally 
realized by the nonauditor. By and 
large, the public still thinks that the 
completion of an audit without major 
adverse findings is a guarantee that 
everything is in good order. (Inter
governmental Audit Forum, 1980.) 

In some cases, auditors have been 
reluctant to take on the investigative 
role they have been asked to play be
cause they feel "different tech
niques must be developed with a 
broader range of skills than those of 
tradi.tional auditing," and that "new 
approaches will have to be painstak-

ingly developed with inputs from 
other disciplines and professions" 
(Lange and Bow9rs, 1979; Business 
Week, July 1978). 

Finally, standardized definitions 
and data bases need to be planned to 
ensure a reasonable understanding 
of problem sizes and patterns, to 
allow program design corrections to 
be made when needed, and to facili
tate comparisons across jurisdic
tions which are currently impossi
ble, as a practical matter, for some 
programs. (This, however, also 
speaks once again to the problem of 
planning simultaneously for decen
tralization and for the effective 
detection and control of fraud and 
abuse.) 

Plu.lUiug for Enforeement 
Eqnipment. Personnel, and 
Training 

Computer-based management in
formation systems can be helpful in 
detecting and identifying fraud and 
abuse, but social workers do not 
necessarily possesS data processing 
skills. In the Medicaid program, for 
example, technical assistance and 
training are now given to State per
sonnel by the Federal Government to 
develop and run a system which 
creates a data base for management 
use in identifying possible fraud and 
abuse. Various subsystems of the 
MMIS (Medicaid Management Infor
mation System) permit the profiling 
of both providers and recipients and 
allow staff to target vulnerable 
points in the program process (such 
as client eligibility, provider certifi
cation status, and acceptability of 
charges) with some speed, and early 
enough to be useful in fraud or abuse 
prevention. Special legislation, how
ever, was required to implement this 
system. It was not originally a part of 
the Medicaid program. 

Computer technology is also used 
for detection of fraud, as in the 
A FDC program, where computer
aided matching techniques compare 
two or more data bases using an 
identifying element, such as a social 
security number or date of birth, to 
detect ineligible applicants or recip
ients. Still another AFDC computer
aided technique involves selective 
case screening, which features an 
examination of a single data base to 
find specific factors likely to in
dicate fraud (Fischel and Siegel, 
1980). 
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All of these systems require care
ful planning and elaboration in terms 
~f the program's goals and opera
tions; all need funding and person
nel, as· well as training and assis
tance t? program staff; all need time. 
One P~lnt on which most researchers 
agre~ Is.that when large numbers of 
appllca.tlOns must be processed in a 
short time by overburdened, inade
quately equipped staff, this sets the 
stag~, almost irremediably, for 
masSive fraud and abuse. Finally, all 
of these. ~ystems need evaluation, 
and provIsion for measuring their ef
fectiveness is one way to compen
sate f?r the fail.ures of early program 
planning. That IS, evaluations can be 
performed at any time, and their find
Ings can form an excellent basis for 
proposed modifications to the sys
tems and programs stUdied. 

Providing for the 
Energetie Pursuit of 
Fraud and Abuse 
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on agency expertise concerning fre
quently changing and complex AFDC 
program rules and regulations as 
well as specif(cs regarding' the 
a.mount of benefit payments in ques
t/~n, and evidence such as the 
s!gned declaration on the applica
~/on form needed to establish intent 
In the Investigation and prosecution 
of fraud. Caseworker testimony 
n~eds to be organized and coor
dinated, since many welfare fraud 
cases are decided upon the credibili
t~ of agency Witnesses. (Fischel and 
Siegel, 1980.) 

The high turnover of prosecutorial 
and welfare personnel, along with 
the mutual dependence of both 
groupo to assure successful en
forcemen.t again signifies the need 
for pla~nlng to achieve two things: 
t~: n:alnt~n.ance of requisite exper. 
tl,;,e via tral~lng, and the replacement 
of cur.rent Informal rela.tionships by 
coordinated, frequent, and formal 
ones. 

Decisions are needed to ensure 
that prosecution will occur when 
warranted, either by developing new 
pr?secutorial teams dedicated to 
thiS effort, by additions to current 
prosec~torial staff, or by targeting 
agency Investigative resources more 
closely on those cases most likely to 
result in criminal prosecution. 

Designing Evaluations 

mining that these should be widely 
ado~t~d, evaluation needs to collect 
emplncal data on a series of mea
sures .. It would be useful to have in
formation, for example, on 
• the number of "raw" matches' 
• the .number of matches Show~ to 
be valid after verification and review 
by staff; . 

~ the number of matches in which 
Income discrepancies were found' 
• th~ ~um~er of matches leading ~o 
administrative case actions' 
~ the .number of matches I~ading to 
investigation, and those leading to 
prosecution for fraud' 

• the. costs of c~nducting the 
matching operation including both 
data processing costs and those of 
the extensive annual review and 
followup efforts by program staff; 
• the amount of overpayment 
assessed; 

• the cost of recovering that over-
payment; and . 

• .the actual amount recovered 
(Fischel and Siegel, 1980). 

A~ present, actual data on the ef
!ectlveness and total costs of match
Ing are very limited. 

Perhaps the most arduous and im
portant area of all, and one which 
~as to date not progressed very far, 
IS that of pursuit. In fact, fraud and 
abuse ~ave not been prosecuted 
energetically. There is at least one 
very good reason for this in addition 
to the attitudinal and PhilosPhical 
problems enumerated above: that is 
lac~ of coordination between servic~ 
delivery personnel and justice per
sonnel throughout the bureaucracy 
The coordination needed here i~ 
both sp.e~ific and precise, yet it is 
unsurpnslng that researchers have 
!ound such coordination poorly 
Implemen~e~ in entitlement pro
grams. ThiS IS especially true of the 
AFDC program: 

Welface ag~ncy staff, espeCially 
frau,d investigators, frequently com
plain that AFDC fraud is not vigor
ously prosecuted. In this regard sev
eral problems appear param~unt. 
Welfare fraud is typically viewed by 
prosecutors as less serious than 
oth~r! ,!,ore violent types of criminal 
activities. Coordination between 
prosecutors and fraud in vestiga tors/ 
welfare staff is weak. To effectively 
prosecute.AFDC fraud, welfare staff 
must prOVide prosecutors with agen
~y do~uments and relevant evidence 
In.a timely fashion and in an appro
priate form for adjudication. Prose
cutors are also typically dependent 

Perhaps the most perturbing 
aspect of the current state of knowl
edge. about fraud and abuse is its 
paucity. There are major information 
gaps almost at every step of the way. 
The actual magnitude of benefits 
lost to fraud and abuse is not known 
b~cause of inadequate data, incon
sistently defined and formatted 
across jurisdictions, and conse
quently, impossible to aggregate 
Further, little or no research ha~ 
been done on the effectiveness of 
prosecutorial and other deterrent 
s~rategies with regard to the in
?,dence of fraud and abuse, so that, 
I~ fact, the need to continue with this 
kind of basic sanction which has 
proved so difficult to implement is 
based .entirely on assumption. 

Again, almost no evaluative evi
dence exists about the usefulness of 
mo~t eXisting countermeasures 
against fraud and abuse. With regard 
t~ computer-aided matching tech
niques, for example, before deter-

It is clear that the lack of knoWI
ed~e about the effects and costs of 
tYPical strategies and techniques 
used in combating fraud and abuse 
are major barriers to the use and 
~xpansl?n of countermeasures. This 
IS a particular problem in view of the 
costs of computer technology and 
th.e need to compare these costs 
With th?se of other techniques and 
.~trategles for detecting and deter
nng fraud and abuse. Further the 
evaluative. data that do exist' are 
fraught "Y'th ~~thodological prob
lems which limit their utility and 
n:ak~ comp.arisons among strate
gies Impossible. 

ft: great deal of evaluative work re
mains to be done. There is a need to 
learn the effectiveness and costs of 
near~y all t~e techniques currently in 
~se, including computer-aided match
Ing, case-selection techniques 
"hopp~r" alerts, and so forth. And 
there IS a need as well to develop 
d~ta bases which can measure the 
size and scope of benefit losses to 
frau? and abuse. Without this infor
ma!,on, the development of sound 
entitlement programs which limit 
fra~d and ~buse to a minimium will 
be Impossible. GAO Review/Summer 1981 
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Summary 

We have argued that reducing 
fraud and abuse in government pro
grams requires 
• program planning which straight
forwardly integrates enforcement 
planning with service delivery plan
ning; 
• program design which builds in 
enforcement safeguards, appropri
ate system acquisition and support, 
along with training and assistancE' to 
personnel; 
• program operations which feature 
incentives and formal procedures for 
achieving coordination across ser
vice delivery and enforcement com
munities; and 
• program evaluation which allows 
the measurement of progress and 
the determination of the most effec
tive strategies and techniques 
against fraud and abuse. 

Efforts such as these are critical 
to prevention, detection, and control, 
and the approach features here
that of evaluation planning-is as 
applicable to the examination and 
modification of existing programs as 
to new programs. Many of the evalu
ations we call for here are of tech
niques currently being applied, and 
it is evident that their findings are 
needed to make meaningful choices 
about which countermeasures to 
adopt. It seems clear that the ability 
to ensure that (1) Federal resources 
actually reach the truly needy and (2) 
the increasingly scarce amounts 
available will not be improperly 
depleted is dependent on this work. 
Failing this, the successful reduc
tion of fraud and abuse in entitle
ment programs is likely to wait a 
long time. 
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